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Research domain: online reviews as amateur music critique

Online stores reviews are valuable

- for the stores’ goods promotion
- for customers’ decision making
- for popular music research
- for curious linguists
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Typical data sample
J. McAuley and J. Leskovec. Hidden factors and hidden topics: understanding rating dimensions with review text. RecSys, 2013.

{
"reviewerID": "A3Q1J7VFGG80EK", 
"asin": "5555991584", 
"reviewerName": "Amber", 
"helpful": [0, 0], 
"reviewText": "I'm not a huge, know it all Enya fan.  But I do like her music very much.  Of the 
few CD's I've heard by Enya, this is my favorite.  I LOVE the song Anywhere Is (track 2).  It is 
pleasent and uplifting.  It makes me smile and want to twirl in circles.  Maybe this doesn't 
help anyone else want to buy the CD, but if you need some incentive: the CD is soothing and 
light to listen to. It would be a great CD to buy if that is the type of thing you are looking for.", 
"overall": 5.0, 
"summary": "Memory of Trees or My favorite Enya CD", 
"unixReviewTime": 975628800, 
"reviewTime": "12 1, 2000"
}

{"reviewerID": "A1REP2FMPOXV4A", 
"asin": "5555991584", 
"reviewerName": "Andrew G.", 
"helpful": [6, 8], 
"reviewText": "This is my very favorite Enya album to date. Even writing a review of it will not come close to my inner 
feelings about its music. The first song, the title track &quot;The Memory of Trees&quot;, is the most beautiful song I've ever 
heard. From quiet strings to layered voices and shy piano to an orchestral-sounding climax with percussion and complex 
vocal parts, this song is gorgeously triumphant. &quot;Anywhere Is&quot; is a catchy but beautiful song that brings to mind 
wandering through a maze. Another highlight of the album is &quot;Pax Deorum&quot;. The first time I heard it, I thought of 
a group of hooded figures in a dimly-lit temple performing a ceremony. Enya shows off her low range with this piece. It is 
also interesting that she combines two different languages with two different religious ideas: the polytheism of the Romans 
(the Latin part) and the monotheism of the Christians (the Irish Gaelic part). Another tidbit: The Irish Gaelic part in 
&quot;Pax Deorum&quot; uses the same melody and text as the following, breathtaking piece, &quot;Athair ar 
Neamh&quot;. Being Catholic (a Christian denomination), I am sure that this song (whose title translates into 
&quot;Heavenly Father&quot;) has a personal meaning for Enya. &quot;From Where I Am&quot; is also another beautiful 
but quiet song, an emotion-packed instrumental. Enya certainly proves that you can be very quiet but still display strong 
feelings. From the joy of &quot;China Roses&quot; to the tranquility of &quot;Tea-house Moon&quot; and the expectantcy of 
&quot;On My Way Home,&quot; _The Memory of Trees_ is one of Enya's most wonderful works. I strongly recommend 
(and LOVE) this album. Brilliant!", "overall": 5.0, "summary": "In a word, perfection", "unixReviewTime": 993427200, 
"reviewTime": "06 25, 2001"}
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Research questions and motivation

(Q1) is it true that there is a significant difference in sentiment 
polarity of certain words in reviews on different genres of music? 

(Q2) if so, to which extent this difference can be estimated with 
data-based approaches?

Note: we do not have any annotated [in terms of differing semantics] 
data related to the task
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Relevant prior work

Yang Yi, Eisenstein Jacob
Putting Things in Context: Community-specific Embedding Projections 
for Sentiment Analysis. 2015. 

Rothe Sascha, Ebert Sebastian, Schutze Hinrich 
Ultradense Word Embeddings by Orthogonal Transformation. 2016.

William L. Hamilton, Kevin Clark, Jure Leskovec, Dan Jurafsky
Inducing Domain-Specific Sentiment Lexicons from Unlabeled Corpora. 2016.

The last work seems to be the most suitable for the low-resource setting
[for training word embeddings]
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Word vectors based on distributional hypothesis

When annotation is expensive/impossibe, we can arguably judge 
by proxy objects, e.g. by word embeddings trained on our data

Popular models:  PMI matrices, TDM+SVD, PPMI+SVD, …, 
NeuralLM [Bengio et al. 2003], …, word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013], 
GloVe [Pennington et al. 2014], 
fastText [Bojanowski et al. 2016], etc.
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- Zellig S. Harris: 
“oculist and eye-doctor... occur in almost the same environments”, 
“If A and B have almost identical environments. . . we say that they 
are synonyms”

- John Firth: You shall know a word by the company it keeps!

Harris, Z. S. (1954). Distributional structure. Word, 10, 146–162. Reprinted in J. Fodor and J. Katz, The Structure of Language, Prentice Hall, 1964
Z. S. Harris, Papers in Structural and Transformational Linguistics, Reidel, 1970, 775–794

Firth, J. R. (1957). A synopsis of linguistic theory 1930– 1955. In Studies in Linguistic Analysis. Philological Society. Reprinted in Palmer, F. (ed.) 1968. 
Selected Papers of J. R. Firth. Longman, Harlow



Word vectors based on distributional hypothesis
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SentProp, in detail

1. Train word vectors model (PPMI+SVD, word2vec, etc.)
2. Select the vectors of words of interest 

(known lexicon/most common)
3. Build a word graph: 

a. for each node, edges connect k nearest neighbors 
(for corresponding vectors)

b. each edge is assigned a weight 
(cosine similarity arccos ~ an angle between vectors)

4. Set ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ seed words...
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SentProp, in detail

5. execute a random walk procedure: 
transition probabilities ~ weights on edges 
a fixed probability of a “random hop” to the vertices of a seed set. 

The resulting “random walker visits ratio” = polarity score
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Computing transitions scores

Scaling transition scores

Iteratively updating polarity scores:
- beta = “random hop” chance
- s = vector, non-zero at seed words coords

Final polarity estimates, later scaled to have 
zero mean and unit variance



SentProp findings, Reddit

r/TwoXChromosomes: women’s perspectives, gender issues
r/sports: sport-related discussions
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Our approach: data

- Amazon Digital Music dataset [He and McAuley, 2016]

- popular music genres: Rock,Classic Rock, Alternative Rock, Jazz, Pop, R&B 
and Rap&Hip-Hop

- tokenizing and lemmatizing reviews with TweetTokenizer and 
WordNetLemmatizer of NLTK [Bird et al., 2009]
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Our approach: experimental setting

- experiments are similar to those described in [Hamilton et al., 2016]
- word2vec (SGNS) [Mikolov et al., 2013] with gensim [Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010]: 

50 dimensions for 10 iterations, 4 for half-window, minimum of 10 occurrences
- most frequent 5100 lemmas (for graph construction)
- removed stopwords using NLTK [Bird et al., 2009]
- the nearest neighbors graph: nn = 5 for each lemma
- 10+10 Twitter seeds from [Hamilton et al., 2016] 

- probability of a “random hop to the seed set” β equal to 0.9

- confidence scores via bootstrap: 
50 runs starting from 6 pos. and 6 neg. seeds (out of 10)

- heuristic: transition probabilities between pos. and neg. seeds = 0 

- for analysis retained only the words from the lexicon [Hu and Liu, 2004], 
this resulted in 521 words for analysis. 12



Results from bird’s eye view

- despite the ‘small’ dataset’s size, word2vec yielded best-interpretable vectors
(unlike in the original work by Hamilton et al.; tried GloVe, PPMI+SVD)

- hard to obtain good estimates for most words
(different bootstrap runs yield large variance for most words)

- words with low variance of the scores are arguably interpretable
(in the slides: all those that have at least one of opposite score)
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Findings

Despite low confidence in the scores, at least in Alt. Rock, HardRock&Metal and 
Dance&Electronic reviews this word has strictly positive sentiment, while in texts 
describing other genres it is usually neutral or even negative.
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Findings

Interestingly, the word “hot” is positive with high confidence in reviews discussing R&B 
and Dance&Electronics = “excited”? = “sexy”?

The word “attack” is nonnegative everywhere but Rap&Hip-Hop reviews 
= “the act or manner of beginning a musical tone or phrase”? 15



Conclusion, future research

- the overall approach looks promising

- probably need more data? or some other way to use it
(augmentations tricks?)

- contextual embeddings [e.g. ELMo, BERT, etc.]?
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Findings

Rock/R&B musicians definitely do like to suffer
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